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A-A’ : Auditory sense
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  Pavilion is composed of the inside and outside space, depending on underground and ground. There are three communicating devices. 
First, auditory communication is used to connect ground and underground space. The music can be listened to not only in the Pavilion but 
also on the lawn of Central Park.

  Secondly, it is a device which connects landscape from one space to another. On the Central Park, people can go a different place called 
Pavilion through a gate, going down to the underground. And then, people come out from the space, through the gate, different from the one 
where they entered first.

  Lastly, it is a visual device which connects underground 
and ground, and the inside and outside. This kind of visual 
device communicates, connects and transmits with Pavil-
ion’s inside and the nature of Central Park. Therefore, at 
the ground park and the mirror of underground, an event 
happens at the same time. Consequently, this Pavilion 
connects space acoustically, spatially and visually.

  The principle of periscope is reflect-
ing telescope, used in a submarine or 
a tank, and is a device which enables 
to watch object, which can not be 
seen by eyes, by using two plane mir-
rors. 

  We represent this physical charac-
teristic of periscope as a device(con-
cept) which connects two different 
spaces. 

  In the above graph we see how as we get to a depth of 6 meters underground, temper-
atures have a tendency towards about 9 degrees C. Changing temperature happens 
between 3 and 6 meters depth which is where it is most practical and cooling-effective 
to install underground Pavilion. 

  Constructing the space under the Central Park is conducive to good condition, which 
allow people to be feel much better in the summer. It is important that the cooling 
system prevent heat loss through the underground space, which affects the heating 
and cooling into the Pavilion. Natural ventilation is also achieved through several ele-
ments. These Pavilion provide people with a shelter to take a rest.

  As the city park, the value and meaning, Central Park has, are largely divided into the 
urbanism of landscaping, a wide area of scale and the function as an open space. Orig-
inally, landscaping is originated from settlement life. It relies on creating pastoral and 
idyllic landscapes to serve people safer and more pleasant place for leisure. These fac-
tors are natural factors, which are clearly against with its surrounding cities. Central 
Park overcomes dichotomous composition, where city is against with the nature, to 
some degree, based on the concept of communitiveness. It is appraised that it medi
ates urbanism and naturalness beyond the level of planting pure nature in the city, and 
transforms the city life by involving proper nature in the city.

  In Central Park, Utopia of the city, our Pavilion offers people, tired from daily lives and 
stress, place to cure. This place will be not only a shelter in the nature, but also be the 
place with event, exhibition and music. First, it requires physical factors and sensitive 
understanding to the use of underground of Central Park.


